
Second Conditional

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If he _______, ____________________ to him?1. (come) (what/he/say/?)came what could he say

You _____________ far more out of it if you ______ it yourself.2.
(make) (run)

could make ran

If Stella _______, she _____________ him her blessing for resisting that
devil she believed in; and he uttered a hard laugh.
3.

(know) (give)
knew would give

If he __________, she _____________ him!4. (refuse) (kill)refused would kill

I thought if you ________ for us, he __________ different-like.5.
(speak) (feel)

spoke 'd feel

You ____________ him far across the open field, if he only ________
there.
6.

(see) (stand)
could see stood

If Henry _______ of this, it _____________ trouble.7. (know) (make)knew would make

If he _______ here, I _________ it to his face.8. (be) (say)were 'd say

I _________________ any notice of it if I _______ you.9. (not/take) (be)would not take were

If it ______ I ____________ it.10. (be) (get)was could get

In the dusky uncertainty, a group of men were running down the bank,
shouting out to the barely descried boatmen imperative warnings that they
______________ the levee in their commotion, coupled with violent threats if
they _________________.

11.

(break) (not/desist)
would break

did not desist

If I ______, I _______________ a Christian, I think, nor a philosopher
either.
12.

(do) (not/be)
did could not be

If he ___________ it she ___________.13. (reject) (go)rejected would go

If they ____________ in their misconduct, he ________________ them.14.
(persist) (dismiss)

persisted would dismiss
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If she _______ about his business she _____________ to be with him
still.
15.

(go) (seem)
went would seem

She _________________ those violets if she _______.16.
(not/touch) (know)

wouldn't touch knew

Not that I _____________ if they _______ it at that, but they don't.17.
(mind) (leave)

would mind left

If she _______, he _____________ for it.18. (die) (hang)died would hang

There was a theory coming up in those days, wholly unfounded in
physiology, that if a man _________ five hours with his hands, he
______________ better in the next five.

19.

(work) (study)
worked

could study

If you ______ a wife I ______________ her.20. (have) (trust)had could trust
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